
January 13, 2003Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Subject: Comments on the Lower Owlens Rivler Project Draft EIR/EIS

Dear Mr. Martin,

We appreciate the opportunity to coml'llent on this very important project. The LORP
has enormous potential benefits. Ho"'fever, there are many statements in the Draft
EIR/EIS which call into question the slJccessflJI implementation of the project and which
could result in significant project impa~~ts that would not be mitigated. Please consider
my comments on the following issues:

Pump station and Delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-L.A 1991
Water Agreement. A larger pump station worl't allow enough water to reach the Delta
and may help L.ADWP to pump more groundVlfater from the valley. L.ADWP should
select the 50 cfs pump station and 9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option
allows the maximum amount of water 1:low to the delta under the agreements and
approaches current flows. This is needed to meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining
existing and new delta habitats for waterfowl and to comply with the Water Agreement.

lack of commitment to monitoring, adapti'/e management and mitigation
measures: Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential to the
success of the LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may
prevent their full implementation. To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding
option 2, which is the only option that adequately funds the LORP. However, option 2
should be restated to say LADWP wolJld fund all of Inyo County's shortfall not "some or
all of Inyo County's shortfall," as it does in the draft document (p.2-8). Additionally,
option 2 lacks funding for mitigation measure~) PS-2 and V-2. A commitment to fully
fund these measures should also be included in funding option 2. In light of LADWP's
tremendous financial resources, the project should not be compromised by lack of

funding.

lack of funding for noxiotlls weed control: All of the LORP areas and habitat goals
are at risk if saltcedar and other noxious wee(js are not controlled. The spread of
saltcedar presents a serious problem in the Clwens Valley and the LORP Draft EIR/EIS
must realistically address this problem. The document states that new saltcedar growth
resulting from the LORP would be a significarlt Class I impact, but defers control of this
problem to the separate pre-existing Inyo County saltcedar control program that has
unsecure(j funding (mitigation measure V-2). If the LORP is truly to be "one of the most
environmentally significant river habitat restorations ever undertaken in the United
States," as Mark Hill, LADWP consultant, stat:es it is, then it must include provisions for
guaranteed funding for control of saltc:edar arid other noxious weeds in order to avoid
significan't impacts and meet the project goals;.

RECEIVED

JAN 1 3 2003
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Recreation plan: There is no recreation plan in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a
description of current and anticipated recreational uses of the LORP area. The
document should contain a thorough assessment of current and potential recreational
use in the LORP area and a plan to manage that recreation in order to protect natural
habitats and cultural resources.

Impact To Brine Pool Transition Area: The Class I impact to shorebird habitat in the
brine pool transition area, identified in Draft EIR/EIS Table S-1, can and must be
avoided. This is an area that is used by thousands of ducks and geese and hundreds of
thousands of shorebirds. It is in an area that has been recognized by the National
Audubon Society as a Nationally Significant Important Bird Area and is part of the U.S.
Shorebird Conservation Plan. This is a very important wildlife habitat. The existing
flows to this transition area have been released by LADWP for many years. Have they
been in violation of the existing court injunction that they say would prohibit mitigation of
this impact? If the current flows are allowable, it is inappropriate to argue that
maintaining those flows under the project is not feasible. LADWP can and must avoid
this impact by maintaining existing flows and by not allowing this area to dry up in late
spring and summer as currently happens. Additionally, if LADWP insists that this
impact is unavoidable, they have an obligation under CEQA to explore mitigation
alternatives that are feasible.

Source of additional water to supply the L,ORP: The Draft EIR/EIS fails to disclose
whether or not LADWP will attempt to recover the additional 16,000 acre-feet/year of
water that the project will require beyond the current releases. Where will the additional
16,000 acre-feet/year of water that the LORP will require come from? Will there be
increased groundwater pumping? Will there be new wells drilled? Will it come from
existing aqueduct supplies? What will be the impacts of the need for 16,000 acre-
feet/year more water? The DEI RIElS should clearly disclose LADWP's intention to
replace or not replace the 16,000 acre-feet/year with groundwater pumping. The
document fails to recognize the inadequacy of current pumping management to attain
the vegetation protection goals of the Long Term Water Agreement. The Draft EIR/EIS
therefore greatly underestimates the likelihood of potential future impacts due to any
groundwater pumping associated with the LORP.

Grazing: Understory impacts as a result of current grazing are severe in riparian
habitats in much of the LORP area. In many places there is no understory and there
are no young willows or cottonwoods. Several habitat indicator species such as the
yellow-breasted chat are dependent on habitats with trees and a dense understory in
the riparian zone. Unless the diversity of habitat provided by understory growth
significantly improves, the habitat goals for the river system will not be met. Monitoring
for understory development as described on p. 2-78 will not be conducted unless the
need for it is determined in some unspecified future time by unspecified means.
Whether or not this important monitoring furlction is needed should not be left to some
future decision. There should be a clear commitment to conduct this monitoring as the
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need for it is obvious. Protocols for this monitoring data collection and analysis should
also be included in the EIR/EIS.

Additionally, individual grazing lease management plans are not provided in the
document and LADWP has denied requests tlY reviewers to see them. Without these
critical documents and with no evaluation of the present lease condition and trend
presented in the Draft EIR/EIS there is no wa~{ to cornpare change over time when
evaluatin~, whether the goals of the project ar«3 being met. There is no way for
commenter to evaluate proposed managemerlt, monitoring and the need for mitigation.
This is inadequate.

As one of the most significant river habitat resitorations in the country, the LORP
represents an unprecedentE~d opportunity if thle Los Angeles Department of Water and
Power properly implements the project. I hop'e the Final EIR/EIS will reflect a real
commitment to make the project live up to its 1:ull potential.

s~; 

J. &~iL /zq "~~~~C::,~{ ,I
Don and Debbie Becker
149 Valley View Drive
Independence, CA 93526
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January 14,2003

Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Povr'er
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Dear Mr. Martin,

Weare writing to comment on the Lower Owens River Project Draft Environmental Impact
Report and Environmental Impact Statement.

We appreciate the great potential of the LOIRP. However, the DEIR/EIS fails to describe essential
components of the project and presents pro.ject alternatives that directly violate the 1991 Long
Term Water Agreement and t~e establishecl project goals. Some of my concerns include:

1) Size of the pump station an~ delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991
Water Agreement. LADWP has not justified using a pump station that is three times larger than
the water agreement allows. A larger pump station won't allow enough water to reach the delta
and may help LADWP to pump more groundwater from the valley. LADWP should select the 50
cfs pump station and 9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option allows the maximum
amount of water flow to the d~lta under the agreements and approaches current flows. This is
needed to meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining existing and new delta habitats for waterfowl
and to comply with the water agreement.

2) Funding: Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential to the success of the
LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may prevent their full
implementation. To meet its obligations, Ll\DWP should select funding option 2, which is the
only option that adequately fu~ds the LORJ:>.

3) Recreation plan: There is nQ recreation plan in the DEIR/EIS, nor is there a description of
current and anticipated recreational uses of the LORP area. The document should contain a
thorough assessment of current and potenti;~l recreational use in the LORP area and a plan to
manage that recreation in order to protect natural habitats and cultural resources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a valuable project, and we want it to work. We urge LADWP to abide
by the terms of the water agreement and thc~ goals of the project, thoroughly describe all
management plans to the public, choose th(~ least environmentally damaging alternatives, and

I

guarantee adequate funding. i

Thank you for your consideration of our comments.

Sincerely,

RECEIVED'& ~&~
w~c£ JAN 14 2003

Ql.IEDUCT MANAGER
"" .1"1,A'"!!~Tq~TIVE QffK;E

r~-C.t...(!,~ 
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Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Subject: Comments on the Lower Owens RivElr Project Draft EJR/EIS

Dear Mr. Martin,

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on thi~; very important project. The L.ORP has enormous
potential benefits. However, there are many sl:atements in the Draft EIR/EIS which call into question the
successful implementation of the project and ~'hich could result in significant project impacts that would
not be mitigated. Please consider my comments on the following issues:

Pump station and Delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991 Water Agreement. A
larger pump station won't allow enough water 10 reach the Delta and may help LADWP to pump more
groundwater from the valley. LADWP should ~;elect the 50 cis pump station and 9 cfs annual average
delta baseflows. This option allows the maximum amount of water flow to the delta under the agreements
and approaches current flows. This is needed to meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining existing and
new delta habaitats for waterfowl and to comply with the Water Agreement.

Lack of commitment to monitoring, adaptiv,a management and mitigation measures: Monitoring
and adaptive management sre absolutely essElntial to the success of the LORP, but the DEIR/EIS
repeatedly states that funding limitations may F)revent their full implementation. To meet its obligations,
LADWP should select funding option 2. which is the only option that adequately funds the LORP.
However, option 2 should be restated to say LJ~WP would fund all of Inyo County's shortfall not "some
or all of Inyo County's shorlfall, " as it does in tt1le draft document (p.2-8). Additionally, option 2 lacks

funding for mitigation measures PS-2 and V-2. A commitment to fully fund these measures should also
be included in funding option 2. In light of L.ADWP's tremendous financial resources, the project should
not be compromised by lack of funding.

lack of funding for noxious weed control: All of the LORP areas and habitat goals are at risk if
saltcedar and other noxious weeds are not coritrolled. The spread of saltcedar presents a serious
problem in the Owens Valley and the LORP Draft EIR/EIS must realistically address this problem. The
document states that new saltcedar growth resulting from the LORP would be a significant Class I impact,
but defers control of this problem to the separate pre-existing Inyo County saltcedar control program that
has unsecured funding (mitigation measure V-:2). If the LORP is truly to be "one of the most
environmentally significant river habitat restorations ever undertaken in the United States," as Mark Hill,
LADWP consultant, states it is. then it must include provisions for guaranteed funding for control of
saltcedar and other noxious weeds in order to avoid significant impacts and meet the project goals.

Recreation plan: There is no recreation plan in the DEIR/E:IS, nor is there a description of current and
anticipitated recreational uses of the LORP arela. The document should contain a thorough assessment
of current and potential recreational use in the LORP area and a plan to manage that recreation in order
to protect natural habitats and cultural resourcl~s.

Impact To Brine Pool Transition Area: The Class I impact to shorebird habitat in the brine pool
transition area, identified in Draft EIR/EIS Tabll~ S-1, can and must be avoided. This is an area that is
used by thousands of ducks and geese and hu ndreds of thousands of shorebirds. It is in an area that has
been recognized by the National Audubon Society as a Nationally Significant Important Bird Area and is
part of the U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan. This is a very important wildlife habitat. The existing flows
to this transition area have been released by LADWP for many years. Have they been in violation of the
existing court injunction that they say would prohibit mitigation of this impact? If the current flows are
allowable, it Is inapproriate to argue that maint3ining those flows under the project is not feasible.
LADWP can and must avoid this impact by maintaining existing flows and by not allowing this area to dry
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up in late spring and summer as currently happens. Additionally. if LADWP insists that this impact is
unavoidable, they have an obligation under CE:OA to explore mitigation alternatives that are feasible.

Source of additional water to supply the LCIRP: The Draft EIR/EIS fails to disclose whether or not
LADWP will attempt to recover the additional 16,000 acre-feet/year of water that the project will require
beyond the current releases. Where will the aljditional16,OOO acre-feet/year of water that the LORP will
require come from? Will there be increased groundwater pumping? Will there be new wells drilled? Will
it come from existing aqueduct supplies? Wh~lt will be the impacts of the need for 16,000 acre-feet/year
more water? The DEIR/EIS should clearly disl:lose LADWP's intention to replace or not replace the
16,000 acre~feet/year with groundwater pumpL'lg. The document fails to recognize the inadequacy of
current pumping management to attain the ve~letation protection goals of the Long Term Water
Agreement. The Draft EIR/EIS therefore greatly underestimates the likelihood of potential future impacts
due to any groundwater pumping associated ~,ith the LORP.

Grazing: Understory impacts as a result of CUlrrent grazing are severe in riparian habitats in much of the
LOR? area. In many places there is no under:story and there are no young willows or cottonwoods.
Several habitat indicator species such as the )'ellow-breasted chat are dependent on habitats with trees
and a dense understory in the riparian zone. lJnless the diversity of habitat provided by understory
growth significantly improves, the habitat goal!; for the river system will not be met. Monitoring for
understory development as described on p. 2-78 will not be conducted unless the need for it is
determined in some unspecified future time b~ unspecified means. Whether or not this important
monitoring function is needed should not be left to some future decision. There should be a clear
comittment to conduct this monitoring as the need for it is obvious. Protocols for this monitoring data

collection and analysis should also be includetj in the EIR/EIS.

Additionally, individual grazing lease managennent plans are not provided in the document and LADWP
has denied requests by reviewers to see them. Without these critical documents and with no evaluation
of the present lease condition and trend presented in the Draft EIR/EIS there is no way to compare
change over time when evaluating whether the goals of the project are being met. There is no way for
commenters to evaluate proposed managems,nt, monitoring and the need for mitigation. This is

inadequate.

As one of the most significant river habitat restorations in the country, the LORP represents an
unprecedented opportunity if the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power properly implements the
project. I hope the Final EIR/EIS will reflect a real commitment to make the project live up to its full

potential.

S'A~~L6UJ-rJl ~
Karen M. Brorson, Inyo County Resident
1180 N. Main St.. #101A-116
Bishop. CA 93514
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Mr. Clare~nce Martin
Los Ange~les Department of Water and Power
300 Marudich Street
Bishop, C:A 93514

Dear Mr. Martin,

I am writjng to comment on the Lower Owens Rliver Project Draft Environmental Impact
Report 811d Environmental Impact Statement.

I appreciate the great potential of the LORP. However, the DEIR/EIS fails to describe
essential components of the project and presen1:s project alternatives that directly
violate the 1991 Long Term Water Agreement and the established project gGlals. Some
of my colncerns include:

1) Size o'f the pump station and delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA
1991 Water Agreement. LADWP has not justifie(j using a pump station that i!) three
times lar~aer than the water agreement allows. J~ larger pump station won't allow enough
water to reach the delta and may help LADWP to pump more groundwater from the
valley. U~DWP should select the SO cfs pump sti~tion and 9 cfs annual average delta
baseflow:s. This option allows the maximum amount of water flow to the delta under the
agreemeints and approaches current flows. This is needed to meet the delta Ihabitat goal
of maintclining existing and new delta habitats flJr waterfowl and to comply v~ith the
water agreement.

2) Funding: Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential tCI the
success of the LORP, but the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitatJions may
prevent t:heir full implementation. To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding
option 2, which is the only option that adequately funds the LORP.

3) Recreation plan: There is no recreation plan in the DEIRjEIS, nor is there a
description of current and anticipated recreational uses of the LORP area. The document
should cc)ntain a thorough assessment of current and potential recreational Lise in the
LORP arE!a and a plan to manage that recreation in order to protect natural habitats and
cultural r'esources.

Mr. Martin, the LORP is a valuable project, and :[ want it to work. I urge LADWP to abide
by the terms of the water agreement and the g()als of the project, thoroughly describe
all mana!~ement plans to the public, choose the least environmentally damaging
alternati\les, and guarantee adequate funding.

Thank you for your consideration of my comments.

Sincere I""

~4~b~;~2~r::e~ ~~ I' ~;ael Brorson, Inyo County Resident and Concerned Citizen
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'f3-Whop;C!A 936/<1Mr. Clarence Martin
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
300 Mandich Street
Bishop, CA 93514

Subject: Comments on the Lower Owens River Project Draft EIR/EIS

Dear Mr. Martin,

I appreciate the opportunity to comment on this very important project. The LORP has
enormous potential benefits. However, there are many statements in the Draft EIR/EIS which
call into question the successful implementation of the project and which could result in
significant project impacts that would not be mitigated. Please consider my comments on the
following issues:

Pump station and Delta flows: A 150 cfs pump station violates the Inyo-LA 1991 Water
Agreement. A larger pump station won't allow enough water to reach the Delta and may help
LADWP to pump more groundwater from the valley. LADWP should select the 50 cfs pump
station and 9 cfs annual average delta baseflows. This option allows the maximum amount of
water flow to the delta under the agreements and approaches current flows. This is needed to
meet the delta habitat goal of maintaining existing ~md new delta habitats for waterfowl and to
comply with the Water Agreement.

Lack of commitment to monitoring, adaptive management and mitigation measures:
Monitoring and adaptive management are absolutely essential to the success of the LORP, but
the DEIR/EIS repeatedly states that funding limitations may prevent their full implementation.
To meet its obligations, LADWP should select funding option 2, which is the only option that
adequately funds the LORP. However, option 2 should be restated to say LADWP would fund
all of In yo County's shortfall not "some or all of Inyo County's shortfall, " as it does in the draft

document (p.2-8).

Impact To Brine Pool Transition Area: The Class I impact to shorebird habitat in the brine
pool transition area, identified in Draft EIR/EIS Table S-1, can and must be avoided. This is an
area that is used by thousands of ducks and geese and hundreds of thousands of shorebirds. It is
in an area that has been recognized by the National Audubon Society as a Nationally Significant
Important Bird Area and is part of the U.S. Shorebird Conservation Plan. This is a very
important wildlife habitat. The existing flows to this transition area have been released by
LADWP for many years. Are those flows in violation of the existing court injunction that they
say would prohibit mitigation of this impact? If the current flows are allowable, it is
inappropriate to argue that maintaining those flows under the project is not feasible. LADWP
can and must avoid this impact by maintaining existing flows and by not allowing this area to
dry up in late spring and summer as currently happens. Additionally, ifLADWP insists that this
impact is unavoidable, they have an obligation under CEQA to explore mitigation alternatives
that are feasible.

RECEIVED

JAN 1 5 2003

AQUEDUCT MANAGER
qISH~ A[)MINI~TQ~T!VE OFFCf
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As one of the most significant river habitat restorations in the country, the LORP represents an
unprecedented opportunity if the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power properly
implements the project. I hope the Final EIR/EIS will reflect a real commitment to make the
project live up to its full potential.

Sincerely,

~/Z:~~~~O

Stacey Brown, MD
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